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Abstract 
 
In this paper we introduce Momento: a new way for creators, including 
performing artists, writers, sportspeople, commentators and others to connect 
directly to their fans, build community with their fanbase, and reward their fans 
and supporters for their support in ways that can’t be done in traditional social 
media platforms. Momento is from part of the team that originally built Parlour 
Gigs, whose mission is to help creators to build long-term, sustainable careers 
and build deeper, lasting connections with their fans. Parlour Gigs began in 2015, 
with a unique approach to connecting performing artists and fans through 
bespoke gigs. In the original Parlour Gigs concept, fans of a performing artist can 
support their favourite artist by hosting a gig in their home or another private 
venue. Parlour Gigs matches artists with their fans, has facilitated thousands of 
gigs around the world and generated millions of dollars for its artists since 
commencing in 2015. By utilising a blockchain-based credential architecture and 
a system of Non-fungible tokens (NFTs), Momento gives creators in all spheres the 
means to build community directly with their fans and attract and reward their 
support in a way that is fast, easy to use, and fully within the creators’ control. 
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Executive Summary 
The central vision of Momento is that the fundamental unit of the relationship between a 
creator and their fans is the event.  
 
Momento will have a digital infrastructure that allows creators to build deeper and longer- 
lasting relationships with their event-going fans by providing a blockchain-based, 
shareable social credential that records and demonstrates that fans have attended their 
events.  
 
With this seemingly simple credential infrastructure, Momento provides powerful tools for 
fans and creators to interact with each other in innovative new ways: 
 

● To build deeper and more lasting connections with their fans,  
● To allow fans to support their favourite creators in a direct, more connected way; 
● To amplify the cultural capital of early supporters and superfans,  
● To communicate with fans directly, and 
● To create new forms of merchandise and assets for fans that can have value on 

secondary markets. 
 
With a provable record of event attendance, Momento offers creators tools to interact 
with, incentivise, and reward their most dedicated supporters and for fans to build cultural 
capital and accrue potential other rewards for patronising their favourite creators. For 
example, fans can be incentivised and rewarded for hosting and attending events by:    
 

● Being gifted rare objects: Limited edition works, first-release tracks, non-fungible 
tokens, merchandise and recordings from private events. 

● Priority access and special privileges: Access to exclusive social channels run by 
creators, front-row tickets for life etc.  

● Status signalling: Giving fans the means to prove they were a fan early in a 
creator’s career through crypto wallets. 

 
For fans, the Momento infrastructure also provides a compelling and shareable social 
record of event attendance. Just as Goodreads allows readers to record the books they’ve 
read, and LetterBoxd allows movie buffs to record the movies they’ve watched, Momento 
allows fans to record and share the events they’ve attended, available in a highly 
appealing and user-friendly mobile application. 
 
The cache and social capital of being an early supporter of a creator (and being able to 
prove it!) is highly attractive to both creators and fans. 
 
Momento also has the very real opportunity to reach and build a global community 
through its existing roster of Australian and international creators and will implement 
strategies to increase international engagement and investment by leveraging those 
relationships. 
 



 

 

 
More about Parlour Gigs 
 
Momento is from part of the team that built Parlour Gigs – Parlour Gigs was 
originally conceived and operated for performing artists and their fans. 
 
Parlour Gigs is a web 2.0 platform that connects creators including musicians and 
writers to fans through bespoke event hosting. In the Parlour Gigs concept, fans of 
an artist can support or ‘patronise’ their favourite artists by hosting a gig in their 
home or another private venue. Parlour Gigs matches artists with fans/hosts, hosts 
promote their gig to their circle, Parlour Gigs facilitates ticket sales and artists 
receive 83% of proceeds from ticket sales and 100% of merchandise sales. Hosting 
fans are rewarded through the experience of hosting the event as well as the 
cultural capital that accrues through their direct support of their favourite up-and-
coming or established artists. Parlour Gigs’ mission is to help artists build long-term, 
sustainable careers and build deeper, lasting connections with their fans. Parlour 
Gigs has facilitated thousands of gigs around the world and generated millions of 
dollars for its artists since commencing in 2015. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 

 

The problem: creators need new tools to 
connect to their fans 
Performing artists and other content creators have limited options for connecting with 
their fan base. Social media outlets like Facebook, Instagram and YouTube are 
sophisticated things that can be difficult to make work well for supporter outreach. 
While these platforms are almost ubiquitous and have massive audiences, they aren’t 
designed primarily as platforms for creators to reach their existing or potential fan 
bases. Additionally, they are subject to changes in the way their underlying 
algorithms operate – for example Facebook’s content-sharing algorithms tend to 
favour steering users towards their closest contacts, which means (close) friends and 
family over bands’ and businesses’ pages.  That makes sense to many users who 
want to keep connected to their inner circle but even if a band plays a huge role in 
someone’s life, that band’s “musician page”  is not considered a close connection 
and the creator may have a more difficult time reaching their audience through their 
page. Referral traffic is the result of people sharing your content and their friends 
liking and commenting on it, there will be less of an impact than if most of your traffic 
comes directly through page posts, so creators need to be savvy about making posts 
that connections will share. Facebook does offer artists, musicians, bands and other 
business pages the opportunity to ‘boost’ their page exposure, but for a fee.  
 
The major social media platforms are also subject to increasing pressure to censor 
content, particularly when advertising is linked. YouTube, for example, from time to 
time adjusts its rules about what could be considered ‘advertiser friendly’ and, as a 
result, many creators who swear or include crude humour or other content elements 
that may be deemed to be offensive have found their content withdrawn, with their 
advertising revenues taking a major hit. 
 
The patronage platform Patreon on the other hand allows creators to reach their fans 
and supporters more directly. Patreon’s platform facilitates the peer-to-peer financial 
support of content creators by their creators via money subscription. Patreon also 
allows creators to crowdfund their work. Unlike the crowdfunding platforms Kickstarter 
or IndieGoGo, Patreon funding efforts don’t connect to a single project or deadline. 
Instead, Patreon lets donors become ongoing supporters of their favourite creators’ 
work. Supporters/fans can make a one-off donation but may also elect to pay their 
favourite content creator a monthly subscription, or a contribution whenever new 
content is released. Patreon allows creators to customize their pages and perks, 
allowing them to tailor the way they engage with their fans and supporters. Creators 
can offer tiered subscription levels that attract different levels of access, engagement, 
and perks for different levels of financial contribution. Some creators might have just 
a few tiers that are relatively inexpensive while others may have several tiers that 
range from $5 per month to $10,000 per month. For example, Swedish inventor and 
YouTuber Simone Giertz’s Patreon ran three tiers: A monthly $1 no reward tier that 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/07/business/media/youtube-stars-feel-advertising-pinch.html?_r=0
https://www.patreon.com/simonegiertz


 

 

serves as small fan gratuity, a $3 monthly tier that unlocks citizenship to Simone’s 
“Shitty Robot Nation” series and monthly mini vlogs and blogs, and a $5 monthly tier 
that gives donors access to the $3 tier perks plus monthly livestreams and raffle 
entries.  
 
Patreon is a known quantity and people have a certain amount of assurance that 
their contributions are going through an established channel but a significant 
criticism of Patreon’s model is the fees charged to creators. Creators are subject to a 
‘platform fee’ that ranges from 5% to 12% depending on your platform plan, 
transaction fee (5% + 10c for $3 or less, 2.9% + 30c for Over $3), plus payout fees and 
foreign exchange conversion fees. A creator attracting a $1 payment can expect to 
have 17-25 cents absorbed in fees.  
 
Giving up altogether on the major social media platforms may not be the best idea 
given their near-ubiquity but shifting marketing and outreach and even patronage 
towards other, innovative platforms makes more sense than ever, especially if the 
pound-for-pound response is greater. 
 

Using blockchains and social tokens to build fan bases 

 
Social tokens offer the opportunity for creators to gain greater independence, 
sustainable revenue, and more connectedness with their fans through a blockchain-
based, decentralised ‘monetising’ system. Social tokens offer a way of overcoming 
the pitfalls of conventional social media channels, including lack of control in their fan 
relationships, unreliable economics and erratic policy changes. Social tokens offer 
decentralization, self-sovereignty, and a token-economic model that affords creators 
new opportunities to engage with their fans while creating new monetisation streams 
and lessening their dependence on any individual social media platform. 
Social tokens are built around an “ownership economy” principle, with the basic 
premise that a community will be more valuable tomorrow than today. Creators can 
monetize their work as a non-fungible token (NFT) or social token, and supporters can 
give something back to show their loyalty. Social tokens are secured by blockchain 
and built on a similar model as common cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin or Ether. 
Creators can issue tokens to their fans and supporters in recognition of their 
attending or hosting performances, or fans can purchase and hold tokens to support 
their favourite creators. Tokens may carry access to perks like exclusive or pre-release 
content, early access to tickets and exclusive merchandise, and provide a way for 
fans to take a stake in the future of their favourite creator, all in ways that either can’t 
be done or are much harder and less targeted in ‘traditional’ social media platforms.  
 
To illustrate what social tokens are doing, we canvas examples of popular social 
token platforms, such as ‘Roll’ from Tryroll.com, ‘Creator Coin’ from Rally.io and NBA 
Topshots. 

https://www.coindesk.com/what-are-nfts
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       (rally.io) 

Creator Coin is an Ethereum-based cryptocurrency introduced in 2020 by Rally, 
a crypto startup founded by gaming entrepreneur Kevin Chou. Rally offers a 
user platform that allows ‘creators’, to issue their own customised, self-branded 
cryptocurrency that they can sell to fans/supporters to raise seed funds for 
content projects, issue coins as rewards to fans for promoting creators in their 
own social networks, attach rights to exclusive access, content, collectibles and 
so on. Holders can hoard, exchange, trade, gift or convert their coins. Rally offers 
a relatively easy user interface (no coding required) and user and developer 
community support. Although Creator Coin has been taken up by some creative 
artists – music act Portugal The Man is the most notable and it’s $PTM coin is the 
most valuable coin in the Creator Coin realm. Creator Coin is however pitched 
more at social media influencers (primarily YouTubers, TikTokers, 
Instagrammers, Twitch streamers and the like) looking for new and potentially 
more lucrative ways to grow, manage and monetise their social networks.  
 

Roll is an Ethereum-based social token platform that 
facilitates the creation (minting), sending and 
receiving of social money from the Ethereum 
blockchain and within the Roll network. Using Roll, a 
creator can mint their own social tokens and send 
this ‘social money’ to supporters that subscribe to 
their content on a variety of possible delivery 
platforms.  The creator can offer parcels of their 
tokens in return for initial subscriptions, additional 
subscriptions and for spreading the word about the 
creator through things like retweeting tweets or 
sharing on Facebook or other social media 
platforms. Supporters can save up and use their 
earned tokens to redeem rewards from the creator 
in the form of exclusive access, content, or 
recognition, share or gift their tokens to other fans, or 
can exchange their tokens for Ether. 
 

https://tryroll.com/
https://rally.io/


 

 

As the name suggests, NBA Top Shot is a venture of 
the National Basketball Association, the NBA players 
association and developer Dapper Labs. Unlike Roll 
and Rally, NBA Top Shot is not a creator community, 
all content is created, and tokens minted by the 
NBA. It can be understood most easily as an 
evolution of sports trading cards, only the fans can 
buy, collect, trade and sell Non-Fungible Tokens 
that attach clips of game highlights. The NBA cuts 
the highlights, cuts the highlights and then Dapper 
Labs decides how many of each highlight they are 
going to sell and number them. They place each 
highlight into digital packs, just like regular trading 
cards, and sell the packs on the official NBA Top 
Shot website. The pack prices depend on the quality 
of highlight, the stardom level of the player and the 
exclusiveness of the (virtual) card’. When a fan buys 
a ‘card’, those highlights go into an encrypted, 
secure wallet to be showcased or re-sold on the 
NBA Top Shot Marketplace. 
 

         (nbatopshot.com) 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(veve.me) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VeVe is an app-based marketplace for digital collectibles that allows users to buy and 
sell digital collectibles with rarity ranging from common to one-of-a-kind. Collectors 
can customise and showcase their collectibles in their virtual showrooms, and trade 
them with other VeVe users all within an easy to use and visually appealing mobile app. 
ECOMI underpins VeVe with its own OMI token and digital collectible protocols on the 
GoChain blockchain.  VeVe’s NFT’s are primarily based on popular, high profile content 
licensed from the likes of Marvel Studios, Disney, Columbia Pictures, DC Comics, Hasbro 
(My Little Pony, Power Rangers), Hanna Barbera (Power Puff Girls) among others. The 
central feature of VeVe for users is the easy-to-use mobile app, that allows users to buy 
and display their NFTs, browse and trade tokens in VeVe’s secondary marketplace and 
even stand side-by-side with their favourite characters in an Augmented Reality (AR 
space). 

https://www.nbatopshot.com/
https://www.nbatopshot.com/
https://nbatopshot.com/
https://veve.me/


 

 

NFTs are a significant opportunity for the music industry 
The NFT market has leapt 2,100% to $2 billion in sales within the first three months of 
2021. Overall, the NFT industry grew by 299% in 2020. This trend gained notice by 
investors, who have poured $90 million into NFT and digital collectibles companies so 
far in 2021. That’s almost triple the amount that NFT start-ups raised last year. Digital 
Collectible platforms in the US like “NBA Top Shot” are reaching over $500,000,000 in 
sales while European platforms like Sorare are selling player cards for up to $102K.  
 
It is clear NFTs are here to stay and the digital asset marketplace will only keep growing. 
It is also evident that Australians are already quite acquainted with the crypto markets 
and blockchain trade, considering the fact that almost one in five Australians already 
own cryptocurrency. The current market size of the cryptocurrency industry is around 
US$1.8 Trillion dollars. Market growth has been over 1200% in the last 12 months.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

The Momento solution 
 
Momento is built around three elements: 

1) a credential infrastructure that records event attendance on a blockchain, 
associated with a user account 

2) a mobile app experience that allows fans to view their credentials and any 
digital tokens associated with those credentials 

3) a series of tools that allow creators to mint and distribute tokens to fans 
that have specific credentials. 

Why blockchain? 

Blockchain is a system of decentralised public networks that allow people and 
companies to store and securely transfer data. Transactions can be transfers of 
digital tokens representing currencies, information, or any digital asset. Because 
information changes are verified and immutably recorded across a network, 
records cannot be changed or tampered with. From the Momento point of view, this 
allows the creation of provably unique digital assets such as credentials (evidence 
of having done or achieved something, or attended an event), social tokens 
representing rights to participate in a community in various ways, and NFTs (digital 
collectibles).  
 
An NFT (or digital collectible) is a unique representation of an asset or good in the 
form of a virtual token. Ownership of the token directly reflects the ownership of the 
asset or good and is immutably stored on the blockchain. It can be sold or traded 
only by the current owner. Limited numbers can be created giving extra value to 
these assets. Each collectible is tied to the blockchain. This effectively gives each 
NFT a unique and non-hackable certificate of authenticity, so even if somebody 
makes a perfect copy of the electronic item, it will instantly be recognizable as a 
fake and will never hold the value of the original (just as a print of a famous painting 
does not have the same value as the original painting itself) 
 
Blockchain technology is revolutionising the exchange of value, replacing the need 
for trusted intermediaries such as banks, currency exchanges, or third-party 
platforms: 
 
 

 



 

 

True digital ownership 
Blockchain allows gamers to be the true and perpetual owners of their 
digital items, even if the game is shut down or abandoned. With blockchain, 
every game item can become a permanent asset, allowing gamers to 
decide how they want to trade, sell, or gift their items - thereby introducing 
real property rights for game items and real economic value. 
 

Secure and immutable 
Blockchain allows digital artefacts and digital representations of physical 
artefacts (such as event tickets) to be easily tokenized, issued in primary 
markets and traded in secondary markets, that are managed and 
facilitated by blockchain technology. Items based on scarcity and demand 
usually invite fraud and theft, but these risks are minimised on blockchain 
because it is a highly secure distributed ledger with decentralized trust, not 
owned by any single organization. 
 

Trading and value capture 
Blockchain-based platforms can provide users with ultimate control over 
their digital assets. They can buy and sell items freely without concern that 
they will be scammed or that a platform will close, or unilaterally change 
the value of their in-game items. 

 

Interoperability 
Blockchain allows participants to utilize shared assets. Tokens, digital 
merch and other artefacts no longer have to be confined to one narrow 
digital ecosystem, but can expand beyond their original use, thereby 
increasing in utility and potential value.   

 
 
The Momento team believes strongly in the continued future growth and adoption 
of blockchain technology in the form of social tokens, NFTs, cryptoassets  and 
cryptocurrencies and that it will inevitably be integrated into our way of life to 
ensure identity security and authenticity in both personal and business domains, 
the creation and transference of significant items, value and wealth, and a 
trackable mechanism for recognition and reward for customer acquisition, 
engagement and retention.  
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Signalling and sharing through a digital wallet 
 
It should be as easy to share – and prove – that a fan attended an event as it is to 
share that they went on a run or a bike ride (i.e. in a similar way to platforms like 
Strava or Runkeeper).  
 
The first value-adding product necessary to realise the opportunity of this 
infrastructure is a full-featured digital wallet that allows users to access records 
of their event attendance.  
 
A digital wallet is a software application where users store assets and credentials 
secured by private keys. A user can connect their wallet to a website in order to 
spend or receive assets (such as a decentralised exchange). Some web3 
platforms are designed to display the transactions in a wallet.  
 
This web and mobile wallet would allow for event attendance to be reviewed, 
shared and displayed on social media, and additional content (photographs, 
ticket stub scans, posters) uploaded and stored. This wallet would also have the 
capacity to store digital artefacts, such as performance recordings, autographs 
or event photos, as NFTs that might be displayed and traded on secondary 
markets. 
 
Allowing fans, the ability to view, curate and display their connections to the 
creators they support will extend on Parlour’s existing grassroots dynamic. 
 
To maintain privacy and prevent misuse, we propose that control of a fan’s data 
will be kept only by the fan themselves – the choice to reveal past event 
attendance to either the creator or any third party will be entirely at their 
discretion. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
Rare merchandise using non-fungible tokens 
 

Momento has an opportunity to combine event recordings with ownable, rare 
content using non-fungible tokens (NFTs). NFTs are unique or limited-edition 
tokens that can be stored in the digital wallet.  
 
An NFT holds identifying information within a smart contract recorded on a 
blockchain, as well as rich metadata and secure file links. Where the linked file 
(containing a music recording, artwork etc) is stored is important as this presents 
a possible security vulnerability. The ability to program resale royalties into NFTs is 
highly significant for creative industries business models, enabling creators to 
earn income for their creative works after the first sale. 
 
Distinct from the ‘credential’ of hosting and event attendance, NFTs and social 
tokens can be traded on secondary markets. Creators can have the option to 
customise their NFTs for a range of features, for example by programming in 
resale royalties, allowing for part of revenue generated by ongoing token trade to 
return to the creator. A killer feature (that was discussed) would be to record parts 
of the show (or all) and mint as NFTs. Or to allow the audience to mint their own 
audiovisual-NFTs from their own recordings of the show (again with pre-coded 
smart royalties). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Momento Architecture 
This section outlines key design considerations for the technical dimensions of the 
Momento ecosystem. Our aim is to simplify the user experience for creators and 
fans as much as possible, and have that underpinned by a robust, secure, 
efficient blockchain and token platform that is flexible enough to be added to 
later.  

 
 

 
The Chain Layer 
The preferred blockchain layer for Momento is Immutable-X. Immutable-X is an 
Australian-based Ethereum ‘layer 2’ protocol, purpose-designed for NFTs. 
Immutable-X supports widely-accepted token protocols including the ERC-721 NFT 
protocol with single or in-bulk token minting, offers zero gas fees for peer-to-peer 
trading (fans trading with fans), is scalable for transaction volumes beyond what 
is anticipated for Momento, and offers the same levels of security as the Ethereum 
mainnet. Immutable-X offers further comfort for users in that Immutable 
undertakes to purchase carbon credits to fully offset the environmental impact of 
its Ethereum use.   



 

 

 
The Event-Linked Credential Layer 

The central, and differentiating, element of the Parlour Gigs/Momento offering that 
is distinct from other creator token offers is the event. Hosting an event, attendance 
at an event (or at a minimum, ticket purchase for an event) will attract a 
blockchain-resident credential that is owned in perpetuity by the host/fan and 
cannot be traded or on-sold. The Event Token credentials could be granted at the 
time of ticket purchase or attendance and then NFTs distributed to credential token 
holders. 
 
Ownership of a Momento Token credential establishes the holder in the fan 
community and provides access to the range of privileges, perks, merch and 
benefits available from NFTs and social tokens in the token layer. The Momento 
Token is the minimum viable product or starting/base layer in the Momento 
Ecosystem. Providing fans with the ability to view (and possibly curate/display) 
their connections to creators they follow/support will extend on Parlour Gigs’ 
existing grassroots, sharing economy dynamic. 
 

The Momento App 

An easy-to-use and visually attractive mobile app and wallet design, web landing 
page and web app will be critical to the success of Momento. Users will engage 
with their Momento account via the mobile app - the blockchain back-end will be 
completely transparent to the user, and wallet functionality and key management 
will be seamlessly integrated into the user interface. A user needs only to maintain 
their account and secure wallet key. In line with commonly accepted standards the 
user experience will be built to comply with the W3C Web Accessibility Initiative’s 
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) v2.1 (For the normative technical 
specification, see www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21). Browser support for multiple device 
types (desktop, tablet and mobile) with responsive design will be integral, as will 
mobile app support for iOS and Android operating systems. The app will also 
incorporate an easy-to-use payment gateway for fan onboarding, such as Paypal, 
Google Pay, Shopify, or Stripe, to name a few.   
 
The credential described above links the creator and the fan. Through this 
connection the app will facilitate direct communication between creators and their 
fans. Creators would post messages to a server for all the people who attended 
their concerts (in the last 6 months, or whatever the creator prefers). The app would 
call the server to see if there are messages that are available for those who hold 
those credentials. From the users' perspective it would feel like a push notification. 

http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/


 

 

The NFT and Social Token Layer 

 
A provable record of event hosting and attendance allows the creators to reward and 
privilege early supporters. For example, creators might choose to grant special access 
to later events to fans who came to their earliest events, or cheaper tickets, or to 
distribute digital or real merchandise to fans that had been to more than one event. 
With cascading rewards and incentives, fans can think of attending and hosting 
creators’ first or early events as like being early stage ‘investors’, with scope for reward 
from having done so when those creators become more successful. This infrastructure 
would allow the production of unique social tokens – effectively cryptocurrencies that 
are minted by creators – and peg their distribution to event hosting and attendance.  
 
In Momento, creators can create and deliver tokens according to their preferences and 
those of their fans:  
 
● Creators could ‘event drop’ fans (the event version of an airdrop) with recordings 

or stills of special moments at their event; 
● Additional tokens could be offered that allow preferential pricing for future events; 
● Preferential access or special edition tokens could be event-dropped on more 

frequent fans (say fans that attend more than one event on a tour)  
● Tokens with rights to limited edition moments and merch; 
● Tokens that accrue reward points with reward points redeemable for merch, tickets, 

shout-outs, or special access to their creators; 
● Instant peer-to-peer trading of tokens from fan to fan;  
● Tokens with programmable ‘smart’ resale royalties, so the creator can have their 

cut of secondary token trade; 
 
Future capability could include: 
 
● Higher levels of interactivity, like the ability to vote on a creator’s actions, such as 

where to tour.1  
● Creators could also offer patronage tokens that allow fans to directly support their 

favourite creators, or crowd-fund new projects; or 
● To allow the audience to mint their own NFTs from stills or phone recordings of 

moments from the show (again with pre-coded smart royalties). 
● Building into The ‘Metaverse’ and online/VR shows and festivals. 
 
Or any combinations of the above. All this is possible, and all within the creator’s control.  

 
1 The platform Roll, for instance, will mint ‘fancoins’ using the Ethereum ERC20 token standard, with issuance 
limited to 10million tokens. 

 



 

 

Putting it all together: The User Experience  

Bringing all the layers together the user engagement journey look like this: 

I’m a Creator: 

1. Momento engages creators and their teams, as well as labels, venues, 
ticketing companies, and payment gateways. 

2. Momento helps with my account setup, training and works with me on 
developing my own ticket credentials and NFT digital merch. 

3. I can set up different tiers of ticket holder that attract different perks and 
privileges. 

4. I can add, update and promote my own shows. 
5. I can create a unique QR Code for each ticket/event combination. 
6. I can mint my own NFTs for each event, for promotional artefacts (e.g. digital 

posters), and tokens redeemable to perks or physical merch. 
7. I can release my digital merch for purchase by fans, ticket buyers or I can ‘air-

drop’ to fans at my event (selectively or to all). 
8. I can communicate directly to my community of fans, different tiers of ticket 

holders (e.g. through Momento I could deliver special NFTs, preferential pricing, 
or priroty access to VIP ticket holders or ‘superfans’) 

9. I can manage and participate in a secondary market that showcases and 
trades my NFTs. 
 

I’m a fan: 

1. I download and install the Momento app and set up my account. 
2. I purchase my ticket(s) via the Momento app. 
3. Momento records my event ticket as my virtual credential. The credential 

attracts NFTs and social tokens according to what the creators’ offer. 
4. I attend the event and validate my ticket (credential) by scanning a QR code. 
5. Before/during or after the event gives me access to digital merch NFTs that the 

creator ‘air-drops’ (for free) to fans that are/were at the event. 
6. The Momento app also gives me access to in-app purchases of NFTs, social 

tokens and other digital merch, VIP/extra experiences, or tokens that can be 
saved up and redeemed for digital merch, physical merch, or perks. 

7. I can store my collection in my in-app wallet and display it to my friends or the 
community of fans. 

8. I can sell or trade my NFTs via Momento’s marketplace.   

 



 

 

The Momento Team 

 
Key Members:  
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Matt Walters is a Co-Founder and CEO of Parlour Gigs. 
He launched Parlour Gigs out of his backyard after close 
to a decade as a full-time artist signed to Universal 
Music. Matt has overseen the growth of Parlour Gigs from 
a small Melbourne based events company to a 
technology platform with global reach.  
 

Glenn Luck is a Co-Founder and CCO of Parlour Gigs. He 
has been involved in content creation and marketing for 
over 10 years, working in video productions before 
starting Parlour in 2015.   
From marketing to product development, Glenn has 
helped establish Parlour as a leading music brand and 
has successfully grown a community of artists, hosts and 
attendees around the world. 
 

RMIT University Blockchain Innovation Hub 
RMIT Blockchain Innovation Hub is the preeminent blockchain 
research, industry engagement and education group in 
Australia, its members sit on numerous international and 
Australian industry, academic and policy bodies including 
Australia’s National Blockchain Roadmap and The Department 
of Prime Minister and Cabinet’s Digital Economy Taskforce. An 
advisory panel of BIH members comprising Distinguished 
Professor Jason Potts, Professor Ellie Rennie, Professor Sinclair 
Davidson, Associate Professor Chris Berg, Associate Professor 
Stuart Thomas and Dr Trent MacDonald has between them over 
100 years combined experience and expert knowledge in 
economics, financial markets, corporate finance and 
investment, governance and regulatory policy, senate 
committee advice, and accounting and taxation. This panel 
from BIH provides expert advice to Parlour Gigs and Momento 
on blockchain platforms, token and market design and on 
governance and regulatory matters. 
 



 

 

Conclusion: 

The Momento solution is an important step toward empowering creators’ creative 
and financial agency in a way that gives them much greater opportunities to 
connect with their fans, reward their supporters, extend their reach, and monetise 
their works. The Momento app, the credential model of connection and the ability 
to mint, distribute, track and manage tokens allows for much greater control by 
the creator and a much more direct connection with their fans than traditional 
platforms and operating models, and the connection to the event as the basic 
element of engagement is unique among the emerging blockchain-based 
creator platforms.  Parlour Gigs’ principals are experienced performing artists, 
music industry professionals and tech entrepreneurs and, as an established and 
successful global Web 2.0 platform and agency with a huge roster of artists, the 
Parlours Gigs business is uniquely, and perfectly placed to bring Momento to the 
creative scene. 
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